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The Artistry of TechAnim: New Cloth Workflows on Big Hero 6
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We present the latest cloth workflow advancements developed for
Disney’s Big Hero 6. These techniques allowed artists to achieve
a high level of visual richness and artistic stylization through more
naturalism in clothing design, more detail in garment construction,
and more control over modeling and tessellation authorship.

1 TechAnim Philosophy

Our driving philosophy for cloth is “be proactive, not reactive” —
push simulation so far forward in production that it becomes part of
the design process itself. We want Art Directors to interact directly
with and design within the medium of simulation. Traditionally,
we start with a 3D model of a garment and build a simulation
mesh around it. This approach made it difficult (if not impossible)
to achieve a well-tailored look for characters. It also trapped
simulation in a box where it must react to the input of a model
rather than generate what is necessary to look great.

Therefore, we now embrace a panel-based approach, widely used
by the fashion industry. We first tailor each garment with
triangulated simulation meshes. We then build pipeline-compliant
models to match the final drape. This provides a naturalistic
sensibility to our costuming process that combines the caricatured
proportions of the designs with the believability of traditional
tailoring. It also solves a number of cloth performance goals, such
as the impression of lived-in wrinkles and asymmetry.

2 Cloth Authoring

The process begins with artists interpreting visual development
drawings, trying to match the shapes and wrinkles. Using tailoring
software, they create patterns similar to those used in real life.
This yields a very realistic shape, and the draping produces
lifelike wrinkles. The garment’s 3D meshes are run through our
proprietary simulation software to perform animation tests and get
director approval. Putting a cloth simulation expert in charge of
the cloth modeling, we deviate from prior workflows and ensure
proper motion early in the process. Finally, these dense, triangle
meshes are run through our in-house retopology tool to generate
well-structured quad meshes at multiple levels of detail, matching
the approved shape and creating the various cloth rigs.
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3 Retopology

Our newly-developed retopology tool facilitates quick sketching
of garment edge flow, art-directed valency, and well-formed
topological structure across multiple resolutions. Completely
automated solutions to convert a tri-mesh to a quad-mesh lack art
direction, therefore we provide artist-driven inputs to control the
tessellation in an intuitive way.

The tailored cloth panels, represented as UV shells, are central
to this tool’s workflow. Using our tool, the artist lays out basic
garment structure across the flat panels, specifying the location of
extraordinary vertices and annotating edges with locally varying
resolution. The tool enforces consistency for adjacent panel,
automatically inserting points along neighboring boundaries in
3D space and synchronizing edge resolution. When the cage
construction is complete, the mesh is tessellated and subdivided
in panel space using Catmull-Clark rules and converted into the
3D surface. The tool captures garment features and wrinkle
details while enforcing smooth continuity across panel seams via a
relaxation algorithm. A nonlinear transformation converts between
panel spaces and slides vertices along the boundaries to match
curvature with adjacent panels.

This panel-based workflow has many advantages over direct 3D
modeling. For the artist, flat panels are conceptually simpler.
Algorithmically, we avoid the troublesome process of unwrapping
into a 2D parameterized space. Finally, unlike their 3D depictions,
the panels come with inherent, well-defined symmetry that we
utilize for mirroring cages within a single garment and re-using
cages across different garments of similar type.

4 Conclusion

We have reversed the traditional approach to garment creation
(model first, simulate later). Simulation artists are now involved
much earlier in the process to define mesh structure. This facilitates
a more unified authoring process across the Modeling, Simulation,
and TechAnim departments in a transparent manner.

To support this change, we created a powerful retopology tool
that gives artists a high level of control over mesh structure and
allows them to drive the simulations in more artistic ways. Through
these advancements, Big Hero 6 achieves a level of quality and art
direction in TechAnim that far exceeds its predecessors.


